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SUMMARY
The measurement of ongoing ice-mass loss and associated melt water contribution to sea-level
change from regions such as West Antarctica is dependent on a combination of remote sensing
methods. A keymethod, themeasurement of changes in Earth’s gravity via theGRACE satellite
mission, requires a potentially large correction to account for the isostatic response of the solid
Earth to ice-load changes since the Last Glacial Maximum. In this study, we combine glacial
isostatic adjustment modelling with a new GPS dataset of solid Earth deformation for the
southern Antarctic Peninsula to test the current understanding of ice history in this region. A
sufficiently complete history of past ice-load change is required for glacial isostatic adjustment
models to accurately predict the spatial variation of ongoing solid Earth deformation, once
the independently-constrained effects of present-day ice mass loss have been accounted for.
Comparisons between the GPS data and glacial isostatic adjustment model predictions reveal
a substantial misfit. The misfit is localized on the southwestern Weddell Sea, where current ice
models under-predict uplift rates by approximately 2 mm yr−1. This under-prediction suggests
that either the retreat of the ice sheet grounding line in this region occurred significantly later
in the Holocene than currently assumed, or that the region previously hosted more ice than
currently assumed. This finding demonstrates the need for further fieldwork to obtain direct
constraints on the timing of Holocene grounding line retreat in the southwestern Weddell Sea
and that GRACE estimates of ice sheet mass balance will be unreliable in this region until this
is resolved.
Key words: Sea level change; Space geodetic surveys; Global change from geodesy;
Glaciology; Antarctica.
1 INTRODUCTION
Ice lost by the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, predominantly through
the changing flux of ice streams into the ocean, makes a signifi-
cant and increasing contribution to global sea level rise (King et al.
2012; Shepherd et al. 2012). Within West Antarctica, the Antarctic
Peninsula (AP) is experiencing some of the largest climatic change
found anywhere on Earth (Abram et al. 2013) and it is therefore
important to understand how the AP ice sheet is responding. Ice
sheet response can be estimated using a range of remote sensing
C© The Authors 2015. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. This is an Open Access article
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Figure 1. Location of GPS stations in Palmer Land, red triangles are CAPGIA sites, open circles are other sites as described in the text. Locations of pre-existing
data constraints are shown: the blue ellipse indicates the region in Marguerite Bay where the RSL data of Bentley et al. (2005) were collected. Yellow stars
indicate the distribution of Holocene cosmogenic exposure ages (Bentley et al. 2006; Hodgson et al. 2009; Bentley et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2012). Regions
referred to by name in the text are indicated. Present-day ice shelf fronts are shown with a grey line.
techniques, including measurements of changes in Earth’s gravity
field, such as from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE, e.g.Wahr et al. 2000), and satellite altimetry (e.g.Wouters
et al. 2015). In addition to the signal from changes in ice mass, these
measurements contain a signal due to changes in the solid Earth,
which must be subtracted; this is especially important for GRACE
(Bentley & Wahr 1998). The dominant cause of solid Earth motion
on timescales relevant to estimates of ice-mass change is glacial
isostatic adjustment (GIA), a product of the relatively long relax-
ation time of Earth’s interior in response to past changes in surface
loading. Estimates of ongoing deformation due to GIA (uplift rates)
can be produced by calibrating numerical GIA models using data
such as relative sea level (RSL) indicators or GPS measurements
of Earth surface motion (e.g. Lambeck & Chappell 2001; Milne
et al. 2001). GIA models comprise an assumed Earth rheology and
a reconstructed ice history. The ice history reconstruction must be
reasonably accurate for the aforementioned calibration exercise to
be effective.
Palmer Land in the southern AP (Fig. 1) has undergone substan-
tial ice loading changes since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM),
the time period of interest for modelling present-day GIA (Bentley
et al. 2006; Whitehouse et al. 2012a). Despite the importance of
the region, only low spatial and temporal resolution observations
are available to constrain ice extent and retreat history in this re-
gion (Whitehouse et al. 2012a). Regional high-resolution studies
addressing the solid Earth response to ice-load changes during the
last ∼150 yr have increased understanding of GIA in the AP (e.g.
Nield et al. 2012, 2014), but the longer-term ice history, particu-
larly of Palmer Land, remains very poorly known. Further issues
include the possibility for climate-driven ice thickness oscillations
during the last 1–2 kyr, (e.g. Bertler et al. 2011) and uncertainties in
ice thickness change around major ice streams. The differences in
reconstructed ice history express themselves as differences in mod-
elled GIA. We discuss further details of the origin and uncertainties
of various ice history reconstructions in Section 2.
Data that can directly constrainGIAmodel predictions for Palmer
Land are limited. The only RSL data set available is located in
Marguerite Bay (Fig. 1; Bentley et al. 2005) and rates from only four
GPS stations have been published previously (Argus et al. 2014).
As such, GIA models for this region are uncertain, with different
models producing substantially different patterns of uplift rates.
For GRACE-based estimates of ice-mass change, this represents
systematic uncertainty (King et al. 2012). It has been observed that
GIA models often overpredict GPS uplift rate measurements (e.g.
Thomas et al. 2011). This previous poor performance ofGIAmodels
in Palmer Land is most probably due to rheological uncertainty,
poor knowledge of ice history and model resolution limitations
when applied to such a small region. Recent model developments
have produced a new set of predictions for this region (compare:
Whitehouse et al. 2012a; Ivins et al. 2013; Argus et al. 2014),
although these are yet to be fully tested by independent data. In this
work, we improve the GPS data coverage by analysing uplift rates
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measured at nine additional sites in Palmer Land (Fig. 1) and by
modelling GIA at high resolution using a range of plausible Earth
rheology parameters.
1.1 Geological background to GIA modelling
The AP has a complex geological history as it has been on the
Antarctic–Pacific Plate boundary since the late Precambrian (Barker
2001). There is a considerable literature on the tectonics of the last
100 Myr of the Antarctic Peninsula (e.g. Johnson & Swain 1995;
McCarron & Larter 1998; Eagles et al. 2009), but for our purposes
it is sufficient to note that the margin of the AP is currently pas-
sive except for a small amount of subduction and associated backarc
spreading to the north of our region, near the South Shetland trench.
Subduction shut down in Palmer Land before 30 Ma (Johnson &
Swain 1995). From this brief history, it is already clear that defor-
mation on the AP region cannot be appropriately modelled with
the same Earth rheology parameters as the generally much older
and thicker Early Precambrian East Antarctic shield (Adie 1962;
Morelli & Danesi 2004).
When modelling viscoelastic deformation, the lithosphere thick-
ness (LT) specified is the ‘effective elastic thickness’ of the litho-
sphere. This definition of the lithosphere means that the LT value
that provides the best fit to a particular geodetic data set may not
exactly match lithosphere thickness values derived by alternative
methods. For example, the seismically-imaged thermal lithosphere
of the East Antarctic Shield could be around 220 km thick (Morelli
& Danesi 2004) but previous GIA modelling has found that elastic
thicknesses between 65 and 120 km produce good fits to a range of
data from across Antarctica (Whitehouse et al. 2012a; Ivins et al.
2013). The cause of this apparent discrepancy between geophysi-
cal observations and GIA model fit is unclear, but may be due to
depth dependant viscosity within the lithosphere (Kuchar & Milne
2015). The range of effective elastic thickness we consider in this
work is within the range of values widely considered in global GIA
modelling (e.g. Lambeck et al. 2014).
The viscosity profile of Earth’s mantle is uncertain and lateral
variations are likely to be significant. The globally averaged upper
mantle viscosity (UMV) is thought to lie in the range 1020–1021 Pa s
(Mitrovica & Forte 2004), while the lower mantle viscosity (LMV)
is even more uncertain. Lambeck et al. (2014) found that globally-
averaged LMV values of 2 × 1021 and 1023 Pa s could both satisfy
their global data constraints, although regional variation is likely.
A fairly general study in the Antarctic region by Li & Yuen (2014)
produced an estimate of 1022–1.6 × 1023 Pa s for the LMV. There
is some evidence of higher upper mantle temperatures beneath the
AP and it is often assumed that mantle viscosities are likely to be
lower than average in this region (Morelli &Danesi 2004; Shapiro&
Ritzwoller 2004;Maule et al. 2005), although limitations on seismic
tomography resolution in the region pose a significant problem.
In addition to the uncertainties outlined above, implementing
lithosphere thickness or mantle viscosity directly from the wider
geophysical literature in a GIA model is not appropriate due to
the necessarily simplified Maxwell rheology assumed within a GIA
model. Instead, we use the information above to guide our choice
for the range of parameters that can be considered plausible, given
the poor state of knowledge of the rheology of the region.
In this paper, we first describe the GPS data collection and pro-
cessing, GIA modelling methods and our data-model fitting algo-
rithm. We then report the GPS results with corrections for elastic
deformation and tectonic plate rotation, followed by output from the
GIA modelling. Finally, the residuals between GPS data and GIA
model output are examined and their implications discussed.
2 METHODS
2.1 GPS
During late 2009 and early 2010 nine continuous GPS sites were
installed in southern Palmer Land within the framework of the Con-
straints on Antarctic Peninsula GIA (CAPGIA) project (triangles
in Fig. 1). Aside from FOS1, all sites required the installation of
new monumentation; the FOS1 monument was installed in 1995 as
part of campaign-style GPS measurements in 1995, 1996 and 1998
(Dietrich et al. 1996; Dietrich et al. 2004). Part of the 2009/2010
CAPGIA FOS1 record was appended to those earlier data by
Thomas et al. (2011). We supplement the CAPGIA sites with
data from other sites in the region (circles, Fig. 1), namely BREN
(Thomas et al. 2011), SUGG and HAAG (Argus et al. 2014). All
sites sample the GPS signals every 30 s. Powering of remote equip-
ment through theAntarctic winter remains a challenge and data gaps
exist within each record, notably over April to September, although
in many cases near year-round operation has been demonstrated.
For all CAPGIA sites (including FOS1) we use data from late
2009 until the most recent site download in late 2013 or early
2014. Earlier campaign data exist for FOS1 but they are subject
to different elastic corrections, which are less well known than for
2009–2014; they may also be subject to unknown offsets due to
equipment changes. The BREN antenna was changed in 2012 and
hence has an offset in the time-series at that point. As such we only
make use of data up to a data gap in mid 2010 for BREN noting
that the data used to calculate the elastic correction at this site were
specific to the BREN epoch. Further details of the record from each
site are provided in Table 1. Readers not interested in the specific
details of the GPS analysis may wish to advance to Section 2.2.
We processed undifferenced raw data for BREN and the CAP-
GIA sites in GIPSY/OASIS v6.2 using a largely standard approach
holding fixed JPL’s reprocessed (as of early 2014) non-fiducial satel-
lite clock and orbit products. Raw GPS pseudo-range data were
smoothed using the carrier phase data and, together with the phase
data, were subsampled to 5-min intervals; the ionosphere-free linear
combination was then formed. We did not model the higher order
ionospheric terms as they are not included within the analysis that
generated the satellite products. We mapped the slant tropospheric
delays to the zenith using the gridded Vienna Mapping Functions
v1 (VMF1; Boehm et al. 2006) with a priori hydrostatic zenith de-
lays based on ECMWF/VMF1 grids (Tregoning & Herring 2006).
We applied antenna phase centre models as specified within the
igs08_1781.atx file, modified to include the relatively minor effects
of the POLENET monument (King et al. 2011a) installed at all
CAPGIA sites other than FOS1. We modelled elastic effects asso-
ciated with the pole tide, Earth body tide and ocean tide loading
according to the IERS2010 Conventions. The ocean tide loading
displacements were computed in the centre of mass of the entire
Earth system (CM) frame (Blewitt 2003) based on the TPXO7.2
ocean tide model (Egbert et al. 2009) using the SPOTL software
(Agnew 1997). Ocean tide loading displacements in our region
are dominated by tides in the Weddell Sea. The TPXO7.2 model
was chosen because a comparison to independent GPS measure-
ments of ice shelf tidal motion showed it to be the most accurate
of the models tested (King et al. 2011b,c). We did not correct for
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Table 1. Site names (4-character site IDs), locations, information for data analysed within this study after outlier removal, vertical GPS rates, errors and elastic
correction. DD denotes decimal degrees. U is the vertical elastic correction, σU is the uncertainty on the vertical elastic correction, errors and uncertainties
are 1σ .
Elastic
Site Lat Lon Ellipsoidal Start End Data RINEX data GPS rate Uncertainty
(DD) (DD) Height (m) (YYYY DDD) (YYYY DDD) days DOI (mm yr−1) (mm yr−1) U σU
BEAN −75.96 290.70 907.00 2010 007 2012 015 397 10.7283/T55Q4T6R 7.54 1.24 1.24 0.82
FOS1 −71.31 291.68 158.83 2009 352 2013 123 903 10.7283/T54T6GF7 3.89 1.07 1.87 0.75
GMEZ −73.89 291.46 1417.00 2010 008 2013 314 731 10.7283/T58G8HT4 5.74 0.79 2.38 0.92
HTON −74.08 298.27 949.00 2010 005 2013 328 413 10.7283/T5222RV6 6.36 0.87 1.08 0.61
JNSN −73.08 293.90 1365.00 2009 364 2013 314 557 10.7283/T5SJ1HP1 5.33 0.86 2.26 0.86
LNTK −74.84 286.10 1197.00 2009 365 2013 048 259 10.7283/T5J1017P 6.03 0.66 2.41 0.88
MKIB −75.28 294.40 1155.00 2010 006 2013 320 479 10.7283/T5D798HD 6.92 0.50 1.37 0.77
TRVE −69.99 292.45 1047.00 2009 356 2013 310 457 10.7283/T5NS0RZ9 4.67 0.63 2.66 0.78
WLCH −70.73 296.18 1526.00 2010 010 2013 309 349 10.7283/T5×928DR 2.64 0.68 1.31 0.79
BREN −72.67 296.97 1646.14 2006 363 2010 195 484 10.7283/T52V2D7X 3.22 0.77 0.59 0.81
HAAG −77.04 281.71 1172.60 – – – – 7.49 2.15 1.75 0.76
SUGG −75.28 287.82 1090.40 – – – – 4.5 1.85 1.76 0.88
time-variable elastic effects associated with recent polar motion as
they are small at these locations (King & Watson 2014).
We estimated site coordinates once per day, alongside tropo-
spheric zenith delays and horizontal gradients every 5 min, receiver
clocks at each measurement epoch, and real-valued ambiguity pa-
rameters. Ambiguities were fixed to integers using JPL’s tabulated
wide-lane phase biases using the approach of Bertiger et al. (2010).
Typical GIPSY analysis involves weighting all data uniformly but
this does not reflect the error distribution of typical GPS obser-
vations for which scatter tends to decrease with increasing satel-
lite elevation angle. Instead, we performed an iterative analysis
similar to that widely used in GAMIT software (Herring et al.
2010), whereby an initial analysis with uniform weighting was per-
formed and then an elevation-dependent model was fit to each of
the phase and code residuals. We then repeated the analysis us-
ing the modified weighting models to produce the final parameter
estimates.
We transformed daily site coordinates to an International GNSS
Service (IGS) realisation of the International Terrestrial Refer-
ence Frame 2008 (ITRF2008; Altamimi et al. 2011) using daily
7-parameter transformations provided by JPL; before October 2012
the final frame was IGS08 and after this it was IGb08 but with
negligible offset. We removed the effects of atmospheric loading
displacements from the time-series using interpolated Global Geo-
physical Fluids Centre grids in the centre of Earth’s figure (CF)
frame, as is consistent with non-secular motions in frames such as
ITRF2008 (Dong et al. 1997).
We identified time-series outliers by fitting a model comprised of
constant, linear, annual, and semi-annual terms for each coordinate
component (Herring 2003); there are no time-series offsets within
the data periods we use here. Daily estimates more than three stan-
dard deviations from themodel in any one component were regarded
as outliers and removed. Some of our sites exhibit rapid transient
behaviour during the wintertime that is most evident in the horizon-
tal coordinate components. Similar transients have been identified
in previous studies (e.g. Jaldehag et al. 1996; Johansson et al. 2002)
and attributed to frost or rime ice, which may form on the side of
the antenna radomes in autumn and winter. Following the process-
ing approach of Argus et al. (2014), we remove the affected time
intervals from our GPS data before analysis. The only sites where
such transient behaviour is not evident are FOS1 and BREN—we
note that FOS1 is much closer to sea level than the other sites and
BREN does not have a radome—so the observations are consistent
with the rime ice hypothesis but the source of this signal clearly
requires further investigation.
After removal of outliers, we computed three-component site ve-
locities and uncertainties using the CATSv3.20 software (Williams
2008), estimating constant, annual, semi-annual and velocity terms
and adopting a time-variable white plus power-law noise model.
We estimated the power-law spectral index (Agnew 1992) of the
sites for each coordinate component, with a mean value of−0.81±
0.22 for the vertical coordinates and −0.25 ± 0.09 for the hori-
zontal coordinates. Velocities in ITRF2008 have their origin at an
approximation to CM over the period 1983.0–2009.0.
For SUGG and HAAG we did not analyse raw data but instead
adopted the Argus et al. (2014) velocities and uncertainties, using
their tabulated frame translation parameters and plate rotations to
shift their horizontal and vertical components back into ITRF2008.
2.2 Elastic modelling
Wemodelled the effects of elastic deformation of the solid Earth due
to ice load changes occurring over the GPS data collection epoch.
For sites that have GPS data in the 2010–2014 epoch (all sites
including SUGG and HAAG but excluding BREN), we adopted
5 km gridded ice elevation trends forWest Antarctica andAlexander
Island based on a combination of CryoSat-2 (CS2) data (November
2010–September 2013 inclusive) as described by McMillan et al.
(2014) and the detailed loading changes of Nield et al. (2014) for
the region north of Marguerite Bay. We extrapolated the CS2 data
to the grounding line, although this has negligible effect on our
solutions.
CS2mass trends and uncertainties were derived using themethod
of McMillan et al. (2014), whereby CS2 elevation trends were con-
verted to mass trends using a density model to separate regions
changing mass at a density of snow or ice. In computing ice mass
trends, snowfall fluctuations over the observational period compli-
cate the volume tomass conversion, and affect the capacity to isolate
long term trends in ice mass imbalance. To account for this source
of uncertainty within the mass trends, an estimate of density model
uncertainty is not explicitly made, but instead an additional uncer-
tainty term is computed from the contemporary snowfall fluctuation
and added to the elevation rate uncertainty (McMillan et al. 2014).
To calculate the elastic response to load changes we adopted the
method and elastic Earth structure of Nield et al. (2014). Ensuring
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Table 2. Horizontal GPS rates following the application of two different models of plate
rotation, GPS horizontal uncertainty, and horizontal elastic corrections. N and E denote
the north- and east-directed horizontal vectors. The uncertainties in the horizontal elastic
correction are negligible and are not included. Euler poles for plate motion correction are:
Altamimi et al. (2012) 58.5455, −129.843, 0.2090. Argus (personal communication Don
Argus, 2015): 59.876, −127.277, 0.2178 (lat (deg), lon (deg), rate (deg/Ma)).
Site GPS rates with plate rotation removed GPS uncertainty Elastic correction
Altamimi Model Argus Model (1σ )
N E N E Nerr Eerr N E
BEAN 0.46 0.41 0.72 −0.33 0.31 0.36 −0.11 0.28
FOS1 −0.29 1.51 −0.04 0.69 0.21 0.21 −0.02 0.04
GMEZ −1.47 2.95 −1.22 2.18 0.20 0.27 0.08 0.2
HTON −0.1 1.13 0.09 0.33 0.21 0.22 −0.19 0.42
JNSN −0.67 2.45 −0.44 1.65 0.48 0.32 −0.04 0.24
LNTK −0.77 0.62 −0.47 −0.12 0.21 0.21 −0.01 0.4
MKIB 0.32 1.47 0.54 0.71 0.23 0.44 −0.27 0.31
TRVE −2.75 1.1 −2.51 0.25 0.21 0.27 −0.11 0.3
WLCH −1.13 0.68 −0.92 −0.17 0.21 0.18 −0.02 0.1
BREN 0.05 1.09 0.25 0.27 0.18 0.17 −0.01 0.24
HAAG 0.49 −0.27 0.81 −0.93 0.40 0.85 −0.22 0.39
SUGG −0.66 0 −0.39 −0.71 0.55 0.65 −0.26 0.33
conservation of mass, we expanded the surface load to spherical
harmonic degree 3700. Themodelledmagnitudes of the three elastic
velocity components at the GPS sites are listed in Tables 1 and 2,
with the spatial pattern of the elastic uplift rates shown in Fig. S1.
We subtracted these modelled rates from the estimated GPS rates.
To capture the impact of the uncertainty in the mass trend data
we computed 1000 perturbations to the mass trend field, with each
perturbation governed by the uncertainties in the data. To account
for spatial correlation in mass trend uncertainties (due mainly to the
spatial correlation in the density model) we adopted a correlation
length of 100 km. Neglecting this spatial correlation produces negli-
gible elastic uncertainties. 100 km is about half the width of Palmer
Land so we take this to be a conservative correlation distance. For
each perturbation we recomputed the elastic deformation at each
site, from which the standard deviation was computed (Table 1) and
propagated to the GPS uncertainties. This increased the uncertainty
of the measured uplift rate at the GPS sites by about 0.4 mm yr−1
with negligible increases for the horizontal components.
The different epoch of the GPS data used for BREN (2007–2010)
required a different elastic correction for that site as CS2 data were
not available before November 2010. The estimate we produce is
based on ICESat data (2003–2009) and a surface mass balance and
firn densification model derived from RACMO2 (Ligtenberg et al.
2011; Lenaerts et al. 2012), using the process described by Gunter
et al. (2014).We filtered the input fields with a Gaussian filter with a
6σ width of 100 km and replaced the load changes north of 69.5◦S
with those used by Nield et al. (2014) for the same period. Our
BREN vertical elastic correction (0.59 mm yr−1) is 1.26 mm yr−1
smaller than the elastic term adopted by Thomas et al. (2011) and
0.26 mm yr−1 smaller than their alternative correction (ICESat-
based, their supplementary material). This updated (ICESat-based)
elastic model results in larger estimates of GIA-related uplift at
BREN than when using the elastic correction of Thomas et al.
(2011).
We validated our elastic computations by comparing them with
solutions based on SPOTL (Agnew 1997) using three different
models of shallow Earth structure (reflecting oceanic, continen-
tal and average structure). Comparing the SPOTL results using
the average structure with our estimates based on PREM revealed
differences in uplift rates up to 0.16 mm yr−1 but typically smaller
than ±0.1mm yr−1. The differences due to varying shallow Earth
structure were no more than 0.08 mm yr−1, although we did not
explore a fully 3-D elastic structure (Dill et al. 2015). These effects
are <∼10 per cent of the modelled signal and we regard them as
negligible for our purposes.
In addition to modelling the elastic effect of near-field ice mass
changes, we also examined the potentially non-negligible signal
due to far-field elastic effects (associated with non-Antarctic mass
changes), including the relative motion between the centre of mass
and centre of figure of the Earth. To do this, we estimated a trend
in surface mass change over continental areas outside Antarctica
from GRACE data, which provide a global coverage. The resulting
vertical deformation over Antarctica was then computed in a gravi-
tationally self-consistent way (Clarke et al. 2005). We used GRACE
RL05 monthly solutions from CSR for the period 2007–2013
(http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/shms/monthly/csr-rl05/),
post-processed by means of the DDK5 filter (Kusche et al. 2009),
with the C20 coefficient from Satellite Laser Ranging data (Cheng
et al. 2011) and degree 1 coefficients from the approach by
Swenson et al. (2008). The mass trend due to GIA was removed,
based on the solution of A et al. (2013) (http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov).
The estimated signal magnitude was ∼–0.5 mm yr−1 across Palmer
Land. However, due to the degree of uncertainty associated with
the driving processes and the spatial uniformity of the signal across
the AP, we did not correct for these components of deformation
but consider them further when comparing data with GIA model
predictions.
2.3 Plate rotation correction
In addition to elastic effects, the horizontal components of the pro-
cessed GPS velocities contain the tectonic motion of the Antarctic
Plate. In order to recover the horizontal GIA rates, a model of plate
rotation must be removed. In common with previous work we as-
sume that the Antarctic Plate is rigid, including this southern region
of the Antarctic Peninsula (Dietrich et al. 2001; Argus et al. 2014),
and adopt two plate rotation models to produce two variations of
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Table 3. Earth model parameters used within the GIA model. ∗We
used the model: 90/VM2/VM2, after Peltier (2004), which consists
of more mantle layers than our other Earth models, resulting in a
more graded change in viscosity through the mantle. This was done
in order to run ICE-5Gwith its preferred Earthmodel. Projected onto
a three-layer structure, 90/VM2/VM2 is approximately equivalent to
90/0.5/3. †Only run with W12. ‡W12 standard Earth model.
LT (km) UMV (Pa s) LMV (Pa s) Abbreviation
46 1.00E + 19 1.00E + 22 46/0.01/10
46 5.00E + 19 1.00E + 21 46/0.05/1
46 1.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 46/0.1/10
46 3.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 46/0.3/10
46 5.00E + 20 1.00E + 21 46/0.5/1
46 5.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 46/0.5/10
46 2.00E + 21 1.00E + 22 46/2/10
71 1.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 71/0.1/10
71 3.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 71/0.3/10
90 5.00E + 20 3.00E + 21 ∗90/VM2/VM2
96 5.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 96/0.5/10
120 3.00E + 19 1.00E + 22 120/0.03/10
120 1.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 120/0.1/10
120 3.00E + 20 1.00E + 21 120/0.3/1
120 3.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 120/0.3/10
120 5.00E + 20 1.00E + 21 †120/0.5/1
120 5.00E + 20 5.00E + 21 120/0.5/5
120 5.00E + 20 1.00E + 22 120/0.5/10
120 5.00E + 20 1.50E + 22 120/0.5/15
120 5.00E + 20 2.00E + 22 †120/0.5/20
120 5.00E + 20 1.00E + 23 †120/0.5/100
120 1.00E + 21 1.00E + 22 ‡120/1/10
120 2.00E + 21 1.00E + 22 120/2/10
horizontal velocities that we interpret as horizontal rates associated
with GIA (Altamimi et al. 2012; Argus et al. 2014). We note that
these geodetically derived plate rotation estimates may have been
biased by an unmodelled horizontal signal due to GIA (Klemann
et al. 2008).
2.4 GIA modelling
After GPS processing and correction for elastic deformation and
plate rotation, the residual GPS deformation rates (with error)
are assumed to represent the predominantly viscous isostatic re-
equilibration of Earth’s interior to past ice load changes, which
we refer to as GIA. The GIA code used in this study (Milne &
Mitrovica 1998; Whitehouse et al. 2012a) models deformation of a
Maxwell (viscoelastic) Earth with spherically symmetric rheology,
divided into three layers (after: Peltier 1974): (1) the lithosphere
is assigned a viscosity of 1043 Pa s, approximating purely elastic
behaviour over an effective thickness (LT) defined in kilometres;
(2) the UMV value is assigned to the region extending from the
base of the lithosphere to 660 km depth; (3) the LMV value is
assigned to the region below 660 km and above the core–mantle
boundary. A lithosphere and two layers in the mantle are considered
adequate given the apparent resolving power of GIA measurements
in most regions (Paulson et al. 2007). Density and velocity (elastic)
parameters were adopted from PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson
1981). The suite of Earth models used in this study is presented in
Table 3. The Earth model abbreviation format is: LT (km)/UMV
(×1021 Pa s)/LMV(×1021 Pa s) and is used throughout the remain-
der of the text.
The model is implemented in a spherical harmonic formalism
where the load changes (ice thickness and ocean depth) are applied
as an upper surface boundary condition. The modelling code has
more typically been truncated to spherical harmonic degree 256
for global to continental-scale predictions (e.g. Whitehouse et al.
2012a). Here we extend the maximum truncation to degree 512,
equivalent to a 21 arc minute (∼35 km at equator) spatial reso-
lution. This resolution increase allows the load changes within the
narrow geography of Palmer Land to be better resolved, particularly
for the higher resolution local ice load histories we implement here
(described below). Resolution is particularly important when ex-
ploring relatively lowviscosity Earthmodelswhere spatial gradients
in deformation can be large. The extension of spherical harmonic
truncation to higher degrees (512 and above) has previously been
shown capable of capturing fine-grained isostatic motions for simi-
lar scenarios (Ivins et al. 2011; Nield et al. 2014; Wolstencroft et al.
2014). The GPS sites with the closest spacing (LNTK-SUGG and
BEAN-SUGG) are 42 and 60 arcmin apart, respectively, the other
sites (including LNTK and BEAN) are all>60 arcmin apart. Spatial
model resolution should therefore be sufficient to allow comparison
between model output and data for the majority of sites. However,
gradients in uplift rate between LNTK-SUGG and BEAN-SUGG
sites may not be fully resolvable by the GIA modelling.
The ocean loading is generated from the ice history by solving
an advanced formulation of the sea level equation (e.g. Mitrovica
& Milne 2003). The effects of the ocean-ice sheet mass exchange
on Earth’s moment of inertia and the migration of coastlines are
also modelled (Milne & Mitrovica 1998). To generate uplift rate
predictions comparable to the processed GPS data, modelled defor-
mations were averaged over a period ±6 months from the present,
defined as 2010AD.Aswe correct the GPS data for elastic deforma-
tion (Section 2.2), no ice load changes were applied after 2000 AD,
preventing any ‘double accounting’ of elastic effects for those ice
models with load changes up to the present-day. This approach will
also exclude any viscous deformation effects of load change since
2000 AD; however, as the minimum Maxwell time in this study is
around 100 years, the impact is negligible. The additional rotational
feedback on the linear-momentum balance (Martinec & Hagedoorn
2014) was not modelled. The degree-2 effect from this mechanism
is predicted to be essentially uniform over Palmer Land; hence, in
this study the signal is inseparable from LMV and reference frame
uncertainty and will be filtered out by the offset correction applied
(see Section 2.5). As the impact on present-day uplift rates is cur-
rently uncertain, we do not consider it further. Our GIA predictions
are made in the CE (centre-of-solid-Earth excluding atmosphere
and ocean) reference frame.
2.4.1 Ice history reconstructions
Ice history models used in this study are the product of field data
constraints combined with glaciological insights and, in some cases,
physical ice sheet models of varying complexity. The main as-
pect of a given ice history, which effects GIA, is the timing and
magnitude of ice mass change. These drivers interact with the
rheology of the modelled mantle to produce the modelled GIA
rate. A total of 9 different ice history reconstructions were used in
this study. With the exception of ICE-5G (Peltier 2004), all were
modifications on the W12 ice model (Whitehouse et al. 2012a),
where changes were applied in order to determine whether the
GPS data are able to constrain Holocene regional-scale ice load
changes across Palmer Land. Details of the origin and construction
of each ice history are summarized in Table 4 and described in detail
below.
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Table 4. Ice models used in this study, all run for a full glacial cycle:
122 ka to present (2010 AD).
Name Description
ICE-5G v1.2 after Peltier (2004), expanded to degree 512
W12 Whitehouse et al. (2012b), expanded from degree 256
to degree 512
W12_N12 Modelled ice history since 1850 (N12, Nield et al.
2012) was added to W12
W12_AP1Ka Maximum MWP-LIA-like scenario, added to the last
1350 years of W12
W12_AP1Kb Minimum MWP-LIA-like scenario; 20 per cent of
AP1Ka
W12_Nev No ice loss in the Evans Ice Stream region after 5 ka
W12_05Ev 50 per cent of W12 ice loss in the Evans Ice Stream
region after 5 ka
W12_07Ev 70 per cent of W12 ice loss in the Evans Ice Stream
region after 5 ka, consistent with Bentley et al. (2006)
W12_b5Ev Post 5 ka W12 ice loss in Evans Ice Stream region
instead removed 10–5 ka, no change after 5 ka
ICE-5G and W12. Two ice loading histories from the literature,
ICE-5G v1.2 (Peltier 2004) and W12 (Whitehouse et al. 2012a),
were expanded to spherical harmonic degree 512 for this study.
Care was taken to preserve both total global ice volume and ice
margin location during resampling. The global ice volume in the
rescaled models at 20 ka (LGM inW12) is within 0.5 per cent of the
original models. This resampling process does not; however, alter
the original spatial accuracy of the ice models. ICE-5G has been
superseded by ICE-6G_C (Argus et al. 2014; Peltier et al. 2015),
but at the time of writing, the ICE-6G_C loading history has not
been made available (although a comparison to published model
output from ICE-6G is made below). Consideration of ICE-5G is
still relevant as this model is used in GRACE ice mass balance
studies (e.g. King et al. 2012; Shepherd et al. 2012). The W12a
ice model (Whitehouse et al. 2012a) is not used in this study as
it includes a somewhat simplistic modification to W12, which was
applied in order to address the apparent overprediction of previously
published GPS rates in the AP when using an Earth model more
suited to an Antarctic average.
W12 with N12. TheW12_N12 ice history is a modification toW12,
which incorporates ice load changes in theAP over the last 150 years
as detailed byNield et al. (2012), referred to here as N12.W12_N12
allows us to test the GPS data for sensitivity to relatively recent load
changes, although it is important to note that due to the upper mantle
viscosities adopted within our modelling (described above), a large
effect is not to be expected.
The N12 model was produced from 5 km resolution ice sheet
model output (details in: Nield et al. 2012) and has a resolution de-
fined by spherical harmonic degree 512, thus the accuracy matches
that of the underlying model resolution and is higher than that of
W12, even when the latter has been resampled as described above.
The combined W12_N12 model (Fig. S2) was produced by adding
ice load changes from N12 to the last 150 yr of W12 at 10-yr in-
tervals. Present-day ice thickness was preserved by subtracting the
additional load of N12 from W12 for all time intervals after 20 ka
but prior to the addition of N12.
AP1K. With N12, Nield et al. (2012) demonstrated how changes in
temperature and precipitation can lead to changes in ice thickness
on the AP in the last 150 years. Extending this concept further back
into the Holocene, it is plausible that climate oscillations similar to
the northern hemisphere Medieval Warm Period (MWP) and Little
Ice Age (LIA) could result in snow/ice loading changes sufficient to
influence local viscous deformation rates in the AP. We refer to this
class of ice model as: ‘Antarctic Peninsula (last) 1 kyr’, abbreviated
to AP1K.
Evidence of MWP-like and LIA-like climate history in the AP
is equivocal; there is support for a global long-term cooling trend
over the last 2 kyr, which ended in the 19th century, but within this
there is significant regional variation (e.g. Neukom et al. 2014).
Analysis of the available Antarctic record suggests a MWP-like pe-
riod (+0.35◦C relative to present) ended at +1288.0 with the onset
of a LIA-like period (−2.0 ◦C relative to present), which persisted
until +1808.0 (Bertler et al. 2011). In West Antarctica, analysis
of the WAIS-divide ice core suggests colder-than-average temper-
atures between +1300.0 and +1800.0, with warmer temperatures
(+0.5 ◦C) before this time (Orsi et al. 2012; Abram et al. 2014).
The James Ross Island ice core shows no MWP/LIA-like signal
(Mulvaney et al. 2012; Abram et al. 2014). However, the glacier on
James Ross Island, which is located 700 km north of Palmer Land,
is somewhat unique and unlikely to fully represent the wider AP or
Palmer Land (Sime et al. 2009). The modelled scenarios described
below assume that a MWP/LIA-like climatic oscillation occurred
in Palmer Land and that ice thickness variations are precipitation-
dominated (Thomas & Bracegirdle 2009).
The ice history was generated using the Glimmer ice sheet model
(Rutt et al. 2009) in a similar manner to N12 (Nield et al. 2012).
The ice sheet model was initially run for 30 kyr to reach steady state
using accumulation patterns for +1850.0 with present day surface
temperatures. We used this long spin-up time as we were only in-
terested in changes in ice thickness caused by the imposed climatic
changes. A MWP-like climate was then prescribed using accumu-
lation rates from +2000.0 and temperatures +0.5 ◦C relative to
present (Orsi et al. 2012). These conditions were maintained for
600 yr, after which a LIA-like transition was simulated by prescrib-
ing +1850.0 accumulation rates and temperatures −2.0 ◦C relative
to present (Bertler et al. 2011). These conditions were also main-
tained for 600 yr. In this scenario, the warm period starts in+650.0,
ends in +1250.0 and is followed by the cool period which ends in
+1850.0. Ice thicknesses were output at 50 yr intervals (see Fig. S3
for more details). The accumulation history used to force the ice-
sheet model has a strong dependence on the Gomez ice core (Nield
et al. 2012), which shows generally larger accumulation rates than
other nearby ice cores (Thomas et al. 2008). Therefore, we assume
that the AP1Kmodelled changes in ice load are maximum plausible
values and call this model AP1Ka. Ice thickness changes in AP1Ka
were then uniformly reduced by 80 per cent and called AP1Kb,
our assumed minimum model for the scenario. AP1Ka and AP1Kb
were each added to the last 1360 years of W12 in the same man-
ner as N12. As with W12_N12, the AP1K portion of W12_AP1K∗
is produced from a 5 km Glimmer model grid but has a resolu-
tion that reflects its expansion to maximum spherical harmonic
degree 512.
We accept that this approach may not reflect actual climate vari-
ations in the AP over the last ∼1 kyr. Other approaches are pos-
sible; Ivins et al. (2000) adopted the assumption that ice thick-
ness change is temperature-dominated. As a result they modelled
an oscillatory load change in the northern and central AP which
has the opposite sense to our AP1K scenario. There may also be
further complexities in the spatial and temporal distribution of pre-
cipitation, accumulation and ice sheet flow, which are yet to be
constrained.
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Evans Ice Stream. Recent ice loading changes within the Evans
Ice Stream region (Fig. 1) could influence modelled uplift rates in
Palmer Land as it lies close to several GPS sites. There is a lack of
information on the timing of grounding line retreat in the western
Weddell Sea, which buttresses this ice stream. As a result, the Evans
Ice Stream is relatively unconstrained in W12 (Whitehouse et al.
2012b). The single nunatak (rock outcrop) constraint for this region
lies in the nearbyBehrendtMountains (Fig. 1) and indicates<300m
of ice thinning since 7.2 ka (Bentley et al. 2006). WithinW12, there
is ∼450 m of ice thinning in this region between 7 and 2 ka, sug-
gesting that W12 overpredicts unloading by at least 30 per cent
(Whitehouse et al. 2012b). To constrain the possible impact of this
overprediction, we produced a series of scenarios where the magni-
tude of ice load change in the Evans region between 5 and 2 ka was
reduced (Table 4; Fig. S4). Thesemodels are named using the format
W12_∗Ev, where ∗ describes the modification applied (individual
modifications described in Table 4). Present-day ice thickness was
maintained for W12_NEv, W12_05Ev and W12_07Ev by subtract-
ing the total magnitude of the ice thickness modifications between 5
ka and the present from the W12 ice history between 20 ka (LGM)
and 5 ka.
2.5 Model fit analysis approach
To compare the model predictions of vertical uplift rates with
the vertical GPS rates we adopted a weighted root mean square
(WRMS) fit analysis after the weighted mean difference (termed
offset) between data and predictions for a given model has been
subtracted from the model predictions. A different uniform offset is
applied to eachmodel; themagnitude of this offset may be attributed
to uncertainty in the LMV, uncertainty in the far-field elastic signal
or possible discrepancies between the reference frames of the GPS
data and the GIA model (e.g. Argus 2012). Our offset correction
does not affect the regional-scale spatial patterns of GIA, which we
are investigating here. Limits to the magnitude of the offset that can
reasonably be applied are presented in Section 4.3.
The fit to the GPS data for each model prediction was determined
by first calculating the data-model prediction offset
D =
∑n
1 wi (oi − pi )∑n
1 wi
, (1)
where theweightwi = 1σ 2i , oi is the observation,σ i is the observation
error, pi is the prediction and n is the number of GPS sites being
compared. The offset-corrected WRMS is
DW RMS =
√∑n
1 wi (oi − (pi + D))2∑n
1 wi
, (2)
D is negative when the mean of the predictions is greater than the
mean of the observations and positive when it is smaller. Addition
of D aligns the means of the data and predictions by shifting the
predictions downwards if they were originally too high or upwards
if they were originally too low. Applying this offset makes our data-
model comparisons insensitive to the chosen LMV.
3 GPS RESULTS
The rates of surface deformation measured at the 12 Palmer Land
GPS sites (corrected for elastic deformation and plate rotation) are
presented in Tables 1, 2, Figs 2 and 3. To first order, vertical rates
show a reducing trend from south to north (Fig. 2B). On closer
inspection, the HTON, MKIB and BEAN sites (the ‘SE sites’) lo-
cated on the southeast coast of Palmer Land (red squares in Fig. 2b)
clearly yield significantly higher rates than the rest of the GPS sites.
The elevated rates of the SE sites are spatially coherent and sug-
gest a source of uplift in the region of the southwestern Ronne Ice
Shelf. The agreement between HTON, MKIB and BEAN and their
varying distances from local glaciers, makes it unlikely that the
high rates observed are caused by unmodelled site-specific elastic
Figure 2. Vertical GPS rates after elastic deformation correction. (a) Map view. The symbol size is scaled by the inverse of the 1σ uncertainties of the vertical
GPS rates. (b) Vertical rates by latitude with red squares highlighting the SE sites (see text for detail). The empirically-derived uplift rates of Gunter et al.
(2014; solution CSR RL05 DDK5, corrected for 1.9 mm yr−1 GIA bias) are also shown, extracted along the blue transect line in panel (a).
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Figure 3. Plate rotation corrected horizontal rates and elastic correction. The horizontal elastic correction is shown in blue and is of negligible magnitude. The
brown and black arrows represent GPS rates first corrected for elastic effects and then rotated using either the Argus et al. (2014) or ITRF2008 (Altamimi et al.
2011) plate rotation models to illustrate the significant differences. Ellipses show 1σ errors of the GPS rates; the large errors for SUGG and HAAG adopted
from Argus et al. (2014) are omitted for clarity.
effects. Rates at SUGG and HAAG (Argus et al. 2014; in grey
in Fig. 2b) have relatively larger error but are consistent with the
observation of large uplift in this region.
In Fig. 3, we show horizontal GPS velocities after subtracting
the elastic model and the two plate rotation models. Differences
between the two plate rotation models are much larger than the hor-
izontal elastic correction. Noting that horizontal vectors will tend
to point away from regions of past ice mass loss, three centres of
deformation are indicated by the horizontal velocities: the southern
Ronne Ice Shelf (consistent with the vertical rates of the SE sites
in Fig. 2), offshore western Palmer Land, and Marguerite Bay. This
result is independent of the choice of plate rotation model. The
horizontal velocities at TRVE (Fig. 3) are interesting in that the
application of the Altamimi et al. (2012) plate rotation model pro-
duces a vector that points away from the centre of Marguerite Bay,
whereas the application of the Argus et al. (2014) model produces a
vector pointing directly away from the present-day grounding line.
The former would suggest a large centre of uplift within Marguerite
Bay, whereas the latter would suggest that more recent mass loss,
associated with the 1970s collapse of Wordie Ice Shelf (Doake &
Vaughan 1991), dominates the deformation pattern at TRVE. We
are not able to separate these two competing hypotheses using the
horizontal velocities. The interpretation of horizontal GPSmeasure-
ments may also be complicated by lateral viscosity variations across
the wider region, which have the potential to perturb predictions of
horizontal surface deformation in comparison to those calculated
assuming a purely radially varying Earth model (Kaufmann et al.
2005). Indeed, previous work in the northern AP identified a low
viscosity mantle in that region (Nield et al. 2014), suggesting that
lateral variations may indeed be significant along the length of the
AP. We focus solely on the vertical velocities for the remainder of
the paper.
4 G IA MODELL ING OUTPUT
The GIA modelling comprised a wide range of individual Earth
and ice model combinations and focussed on vertical deformation
rates. Predictions were output at the GPS site locations and along
the AP transect indicated in Fig. 2(a). The spatial deformation field
is presented at GIA model resolution for map plots.
4.1 Comparison to published models
Fig. 4 presents the elastic-correctedGPS rates plotted overmodelled
uplift rates from: ICE-5G, with its preferred Earth model (VM2),
ICE-6G_C VM5a, W12 and two IJ05_R2 uplift predictions pro-
vided by E. Ivins (ICE-5G and W12 outputs were produced with
the GIA code described in this study). It is clear that none of the
models presented in Fig. 4 can fully satisfy the spatial pattern of
the measured uplift rates, suggesting that the misfit cannot be ex-
plained by a simple vertical offset of these published models. For
this reason the misfit must lie in the detailed Earth model, the ice
model, or some combination of both. We address this question in
the following two sections.
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Figure 4. Comparison of predicted uplift rates from published models (background colour) with GPS data (symbols scaled by inverse of 1σ error): (a) ICE-5G
v1.2 with 90/VM2/VM2 (Peltier 2004); (b) ICE-6G_C VM5a (Argus et al. 2014; Peltier et al. 2015); (c, d) IJ05_R2 with 115/0.2/4 and 65/0.2/1.5, respectively
(Ivins et al. 2013); (e) W12 with 120/1/10 (Whitehouse et al. 2012a).
4.2 Sensitivity of uplift rate predictions to Earth model
parameters
Using W12 as a reference, Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of the un-
certainty in Earth model parameters on possible deformation rates
and spatial patterns in Palmer Land. Deformation rates in Fig. 5 are
plotted along the transect shown in Fig. 2(a). The choice of LT and
UMV influence the shorter wavelength spatial pattern. The litho-
sphere acts as a low pass filter, with greater LT leading to a longer
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of predicted uplift rates to different rheology parameters. Predictions are given for points along the transect shown in Fig. 2(a) using the
W12 ice model. (a–c) Model sensitivity to the indicated rheology parameter. Earth model name format: LT (km)/UMV (1021 Pa s)/LMV (1021 Pa s).
wavelength pattern when all other parameters are held constant
(Fig. 5a). The modelled UMV interacts strongly with the timing of
the ice model load changes. Adopting a low UMV results in low
present-day uplift rates due to the short relaxation time; moderate
UMVs produce the maximum peak uplift signal; higher UMVs re-
spond more slowly to load changes, producing lower peak rates at
present that preserve more of the long term regional uplift signal
(−69◦S to−74◦S Fig. 5b). Variations in the LMV have a very minor
impact on the pattern of spatial deformation in a small region like
Palmer Land but produce an essentially uniform vertical shift in the
overall magnitude of deformation rates (Peltier 2004; Fig. 5c).
4.3 Acceptable range of D
When comparing the GPS data and GIA model predictions we
corrected for the weighted mean difference between data and model
prediction D (eq. 1). Several factors contribute to the range of
acceptableD values. Relative motions between the reference frames
of the GPS data and GIA modelling could contribute an offset,
primarily along the Z-axis of the reference frame. Recent estimates
of the motion of CM (GPS) relative to CE (GIA model) suggest
the two differ by less than ±0.5 mm yr−1 (Argus et al. 2014). Far-
field elastic effects, due predominantly to ongoing changes in global
water distribution, could also influence deformation in the AP. As
outlined in Section 2.2, we estimate that the combined effect of
these two processes is uniformly ≈–0.5 mm yr−1 in Palmer Land
over the GPS data collection period (Fig. S5).
Uncertainty as to the most appropriate modelled value for LMV
can introduce significant variation to ourmodelled uplift rates. Start-
ing with a reference value of 1022 Pa s (Whitehouse et al. 2012a),
we modelled 2 orders of magnitude uncertainty in LMV (Fig. 5c).
The model output indicates that only negative offsets are accept-
able in Palmer Land. This asymmetric distribution is a product of
the interaction of the LMV with the applied ice history. Only the
longest time and length-scale variations in global ice and ocean
loading excite deformation in the lower mantle. If the LMV is low,
this signal decays more rapidly; if LMV is high, there is higher
resistance to deformation and the overall signal is smaller. The re-
sult is a ‘sweet spot’ value of LMV, which produces a maximum
lower mantle response (in terms of uplift rates) to the applied ice
loading history. In Palmer Land this value is close to our reference
value of 1022 Pa s. We obtained a range of 0 to −3 mm yr−1 for the
LMV effect by taking the average difference between uplift rates
along our AP transect for the 120/0.5/1 and 120/0.5/10 (format: LT
km/UMV 1021 Pa s/LMV 1021 Pa s) Earth models from −77◦S to
−69◦S (Fig. 5c).
By combining the potential offset due to far field/reference frame
effects with the LMV effect range we defined the reasonable range
for D as 0 to −3.5 mm yr−1. A given model combination is con-
sidered unreasonable if D, rounded to 1 decimal place, falls outside
this range.
The GIA bias corrections applied by Gunter et al. (2014) to their
empirical solutions is of a similar magnitude and direction (1.6–2.1
mm yr−1 subtracted from their empirical GIA estimate depending
on the GRACE solution), but our method accounts for different
sources of offset and is not comparable to the GIA bias correction
of Gunter et al. (2014).
4.4 Sensitivity of uplift rate predictions to
ice model variations
Varying the 1-D Earth model alters the magnitude and time-
sensitivity of the solid Earth response to the imposed load, varying
ice load history impacts the prediction in a different manner. Fig. 6
shows the range of uplift rates produced when different ice models
are combined with a fixed Earth model. ICE-5G predicts higher
uplift than all W12 cases in northern Palmer Land and rates sim-
ilar to W12_NEv (no recent ice loss in the Evans region over the
last 5 ka) between −75◦S and −76◦S. W12 produces the great-
est peak uplift rates while W12_N12 and W12_AP1Ka/b have a
lower and flatter profile because the modelled late Holocene load
increases counter the longer term signal. The modifications to the
W12 Evans Ice Stream retreat influence the peak uplift, producing
a ∼2 mm yr−1 variation in local uplift rates. These results suggest
that local or sharp differences between data and model prediction
are more likely to represent errors in the assumed ice load history
than uncertainties in the Earth model.
4.5 Model fit to the data
In this section, we move from comparing regional trends along the
AP transect to analysing the fit of theGIA rate predictions to theGPS
rates. We calculated D for each Earth and ice model combination.
Models with a D value outside the acceptable range were rejected.
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Figure 6. Predicted uplift rates for the ice models used in this study: ICE-5G and a range of perturbations to the W12 ice model. All calculations use the same
Earth model: 120/0.3/10. Values plotted along the AP transect from Fig. 2(a).
The remaining model combinations were then ranked by lowest
DWRMS (Table 5; Table S1).
When all 12 GPS sites are considered, model combinations with
a reasonable D value display poor DWRMS fits (Table 5, Figs 7a
and b). To investigate the source of the overallmisfit, we analysed the
SE sites (HTON,MKIB and BEAN) and other GPS sites separately.
We divided the sites in this manner because the SE sites display a
spatially coherent pattern of much higher uplift rates than the other
sites (Fig. 2). Figs 7(c)–(f) show the best-fittingmodel combinations
for just the SE sites and for the remaining sites.
Taken alone, rates at the SE sites can be fit (Fig. 7d) but only by
a model that does not fit the other sites. When we excluded the SE
sites from the fit analysis (Figs 7e and f), a good fit to the remaining
sites is achieved with a reasonable offset. The best fit model results
in an underprediction at HTON, MKIB and BEAN of ∼2 mm yr−1
(indicated in Fig. 7f).
4.6 Comparison between GPS uplift rates and
independent uplift estimates
The GPS uplift rates are compared with the empirical estimates of
GIA-related uplift produced by Gunter et al. (2014) in Fig. 8; the
spatial pattern andmagnitude of our GPS and the empirical rates are
in good agreement. The empirical rates from Gunter et al. (2014)
used for comparison were those derived from the variant using the
CSR RL05 DDK GRACE solutions.
The spatial detail of the Gunter et al. (2014) model is limited
by the spherical harmonic degree 60 resolution of the GRACE data
and the 400-km Gaussian smoothing during processing. We note
that the method used by Gunter et al. (2014) relies on coverage by
ICESat, GRACE and surface mass balance and firn densification in-
formation derived from the RACMO2 regional atmospheric climate
model (Ligtenberg et al. 2011; Lenaerts et al. 2012). In particular,
since ICESat data coverage is reduced in the northern Peninsula the
accuracy of their estimate may be affected in the northern part of
our region (e.g. near TRVE). The estimates of Gunter et al. (2014)
and those presented here are also based on data covering two dif-
ferent periods and hence any errors in removing short-term effects
will alter this comparison. Nevertheless, the agreement is impres-
sive and supports the accuracy of our GPS velocities and the Gunter
et al. (2014) results and indirectly corroborates the ice mass balance
estimate of this region from Gunter et al. (2014).
The original Gunter et al. (2014) empirical uplift rates lie below
the rates we measure in Palmer Land (Fig. 2b). This offset is proba-
bly due to the GIA bias correction that Gunter et al. (2014) applied
to their empirical uplift rates. These rates were corrected by as-
suming that a low precipitation zone in East Antarctica (LPZ; their
term) is free of GIA. Following this assumption they calibrated the
whole of Antarctic GIA to zero in the LPZ. As Gunter et al. (2014)
acknowledge, this approach implicitly removes any far-field GIA
signal and assumes that such a signal is uniform across Antarctica.
Therefore, the difference between the Gunter et al. (2014) rates cor-
rected for ‘GIA bias’ and our GPS rates may be due to differences in
this far field GIA signal in the AP relative to their LPZ. TheD value
required to align the means of the Gunter et al. (2014) rates and
the GPS rates (Fig. 8) is 1.3 mm yr−1 upwards, effectively undoing
a significant proportion of the 1.9 mm yr−1 downward GIA bias
correction applied to the original solution by Gunter et al. (2014).
Once this correction is applied, the Gunter et al. (2014) empirical
rates have a better DWRMS fit than the best fitting GIA model to all
sites (0.74 mm yr−1 versus 1.28 mm yr−1).
Our observations also agree with the spatial pattern of the GIA
estimate produced by Sasgen et al. (2013; fig. 4a), although the
magnitude is different. The origin of this difference is not clear
but could be due to the limited GPS data available for Sasgen et al.
(2013) to constrain their correction in theAP sector or the smoothing
of regional offsets due to lateral variations in rheology.
5 D ISCUSS ION
The results presented above comprise themost detailed study ofGIA
in Palmer Land to date. We present a new set of GPS uplift rates
and have carried out high resolution GIA modelling of the region
using a broad range of rheological parameters. The use of a bounded
offset correction (D) in the fit analysis between data and predictions
eliminates long wavelength signals related to uncertainty in LMV,
far-field elastic signals and possible reference frame offsets between
GPS data and model predictions.
The failure of any of our models to closely replicate the GPS-
observed uplift pattern suggests that the ice histories adopted here
are the primary source of error in the modelling. The agreement
in spatial pattern and magnitude with the Gunter et al. (2014) es-
timates of vertical uplift (after removing an offset) adds weight to
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Table 5. The 10 highest-ranking (by DWRMS) model combinations
for each of the three analysis scenarios described in the main text.
Model combinations which have an offset (D) value outside the
acceptable range (0 to −3.5 mm yr−1) are shaded grey. ∗DWRMS
is not directly comparable between scenarios as the fit is calculated
only with respect to the GPS sites under consideration. A full list of
data-model comparisons can be found in Table S1.
All sites
Ice Earth D ∗DWRMS
ICE-5G 120/0.3/10 −1.5 1.28
W12_b5Ev 120/0.3/10 −0.6 1.38
W12_N12 120/0.3/10 −0.5 1.40
W12_05Ev 120/0.3/10 −0.7 1.42
W12_07Ev 120/0.3/10 −0.8 1.43
W12_NEv 120/0.3/10 −0.4 1.45
W12_AP1Ka 120/0.1/10 −0.5 1.47
W12 120/0.3/10 −1.0 1.49
W12_AP1Kb 120/0.3/10 −1.0 1.49
W12_AP1Ka 120/0.3/10 −0.9 1.52
HTON, MKIB and BEAN only
Ice Earth D ∗DWRMS
ICE-5G 120/0.5/10 −0.1 0.55
W12_07Ev 90/VM2/VM2 4.3 0.04
W12_05Ev 71/0.1/10 3.4 0.05
W12_05Ev 71/0.3/10 3.1 0.05
W12_AP1Ka 90/VM2/VM2 4.3 0.07
W12_b5Ev 71/0.3/10 3.1 0.09
W12_05Ev 46/2/10 3.3 0.10
W12_07Ev 46/2/10 3.3 0.10
W12_AP1Ka 46/2/10 3.2 0.10
W12_b5Ev 46/0.5/10 4.7 0.10
All sites excluding HTON, MKIB and BEAN
Ice Earth D ∗DWRMS
ICE-5G 120/0.1/10 −0.5 0.45
W12 120/0.1/10 −0.1 0.51
W12_AP1Kb 120/0.1/10 −0.4 0.54
W12_07Ev 120/0.1/10 0.0 0.56
ICE-5G 120/0.3/10 −2.3 0.57
W12_b5Ev 120/0.3/10 −1.5 0.58
W12_05Ev 120/0.3/10 −1.6 0.63
ICE-5G 71/0.1/10 −0.3 0.65
W12_NEv 120/0.3/10 −1.2 0.67
W12_07Ev 120/0.3/10 −1.6 0.70
the robustness of our new GPS-observed uplift estimates and the
consequent need for improved GIA modelling, and particularly ice
history, in this region. This strongly implies that there is an impor-
tant data gap in the ice history reconstruction in or around Palmer
Land, most probably in the region of the southwestern Ronne Ice
Shelf.
Whitehouse et al. (2012b) noted that there are currently few
data that constrain our understanding of ice sheet behaviour in the
Weddell Sea since the LGM. This has not improved significantly at
the time of writing (see review by: Hillenbrand et al. 2013) and ice
models such as IJ05_R2 (Ivins et al. 2013) and ICE-6G_C (Argus
et al. 2014) published since W12 have not drawn on additional
ice margin constraints. Model output from ICE-6G_C (Argus et al.
2014) shows a similar spatial pattern to the empirical estimates of
Gunter et al. (2014) but has much higher uplift rates (∼13mm yr−1)
over the Weddell Sea than Gunter et al. (5–8mmyr−1). Clearly this
is an area where it is very difficult to constrain past ice loading
and as such it represents one of the main areas of uncertainty in
current GIA models. With the improved accuracy and coverage of
GPS data, there is the risk of overfitting to uplift rates, which may
contain poorly constrained elastic or recent viscous effects (e.g.
Nield et al. 2012, 2014). This issue is best avoided by ensuring that
field evidence of ice thickness and extent is honoured by ice history
reconstructions.
Improved ice history constraints are therefore essential if we are
to understand the GPS data in southeast Palmer Land. Specifically,
more constraints are required on the timing of grounding line retreat
and on former ice thickness, such as data from nunataks and ice
cores (e.g. Bentley et al. 2010). With these data it will be possible
to determine whether grounding line retreat in the southwestern
Weddell Sea was significantly later than assumed in models such as
W12 or whether more ice than currently assumed was lost from that
region during the late Holocene, or some combination of the two.
Reduced uplift rate uncertainties at all sites and especially SUGG
and HAAG, together with new GPS estimates from sites further
east, will further assist in testing competing models.
The relatively sharp east–west gradient in the GPS uplift rates
suggests a low viscosity Earth rheology in this region. Such rhe-
ology is also favoured by our modelling (despite inaccuracies in
our adopted ice histories), with the set of preferred Earth rheology
models sharing a thick LT (120 km), a relatively low UMV (1–3 ×
1020 Pa s) and an unconstrained LMV. The absence of significant
uplift on the western side of Palmer Land, despite evidence of sub-
stantial post-LGM ice unloading in this region (Bentley et al. 2006;
Hodgson et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2012) also suggests that the re-
lated signal has decayed or been supressed by recent accumulation
increases (Nield et al. 2012), as would occur with a low UMV. We
note that very low viscosities are required to explain recent rapid
uplift in the northern AP (Nield et al. 2014).
It is conceivable that east–west variations in LT or mantle viscos-
ity could explain some of the higher rates at the SE sites. However,
in such a geographically small region, the filtering effect of the
thick LT favoured by the data-model fits (Table 5) makes it unlikely
that the entire residual can be explained in this way. Ultimately,
an understanding of the impact of such lateral variations of Earth
rheology must await the application of the next generation of GIA
modelling codes and the data required to constrain them (Latychev
et al. 2005;Whitehouse et al. 2006; A et al. 2013; Austermann et al.
2013; van der Wal et al. 2013, 2015). Thus the difference between
the SE sites and the rest of the GPS sites may contain a component
due to lateral rheology variations, but it is highly unlikely that the
pattern of uplift rates can be fully explained without modifications
to the assumed ice history.
6 CONCLUS ION
We present data from a spatially dense network of GPS sites in
Palmer Land in the southern Antarctic Peninsula. After removing a
model of elastic effects and tectonic plate motion, horizontal GPS
velocities suggest centres of former ice loss in Marguerite Bay, west
of Palmer Land and in the region of the southwest Ronne Ice Shelf.
Differences between competing models of plate tectonic motion
represent an important limitation to the further interpretation of the
horizontal velocities.
We compared our new GPS uplift data with the spatially con-
tinuous, but independent, estimates of Gunter et al. (2014) and
show good agreement, supporting the empirical GIA methodology
of Gunter et al. (2014).
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Figure 7. (a and b) Best model fit to all GPS sites; ICE-5G 120/0.3/10. (c and d) Best model fit to just the SE sites (highlighted in red in b, d and f); ICE-5G
120/0.5/10. (e and f) Best model fit to all sites except the SE sites; ICE-5G 120/0.1/10. The underprediction at the SE sites by this model is given in brackets
above site names in (f) in mm yr−1.
We attempted to reproduce the GPS uplift rates using a model of
GIA considering a range of ice histories, including modifications to
a published ice history (W12). Vertical GPS rates in the central and
western Antarctic Peninsula can be fit with a range of ice histories
by adjusting for the likely weaker rheological structure of themantle
beneath the AP (relative to Whitehouse et al. 2012a). The relatively
sharp east–west gradient of uplift in southern Palmer Land suggests
a low viscosity uppermantle rheology, and hence the observed uplift
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Figure 8. (a) Comparison of the elastic-corrected GPS rates (symbols) with the Gunter et al. (2014) empirical uplift rates (background); (b) site comparison
with D offset correction and fit values shown.
rates are more sensitive to ice loading changes in the late Holocene
than would be the case with a higher viscosity upper mantle.
Uplift rates at our sites on the southeast coast of Palmer Land
cannot be fit with existing ice models within a reasonable range of
uncertainty. The failure to reproduce the observed spatial pattern
of uplift suggests that existing Holocene deglaciation models for
the southwestern Weddell Sea are wrong. Either grounding line
retreat occurred significantly later in the Holocene than previously
assumed or the region hosted more ice at the LGM. Given evidence
for low upper mantle viscosity in this region, which would cause
more recent ice-load changes to dominate the present-day uplift, we
consider later retreat as being most likely.
This outcome joins other recent observations (e.g. Bradley et al.
2015) in highlighting the need for further glaciological, geological
and geodetic work in the southern Weddell Sea to constrain the
timing of grounding line retreat in the Holocene. The current GPS
data set cannot reliably discriminate between different post-5 ka ice
history scenarios. GPS uncertaintieswill reduce as time-series grow,
especially at SUGG andHAAG and, together with unpublishedGPS
sites further east, will allow the spatial pattern of present-day uplift
in this region to be well characterised. Most importantly, improved
field constraints on the local lateHolocene ice history are required to
significantly enhance our understanding of present-day uplift rates
across Palmer Land and the southern Weddell Sea regions.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this paper:
Figure S1.Modelled vertical elastic rate correction applied to GPS
data. Ice load changes from McMillan et al. (2014).
Figure S2. Assembly of composite ice model (left to right) W12 +
N12 = W12_N12; example showing load change for period 1905–
1915. W12 has no load change in Antarctica over the last 150 yr,
although the global model was interpolated to account for changes
in the northern hemisphere. Scale indicates ice thickness change,
not total ice thickness.
Figure S3. Top panel: time slices at 50-yr intervals of ice thickness
change for theAP1Ka ice history. Note the opposite sign of response
at high altitude and low altitude/coastal regions. Bottom panel: total
ice-volume change on the AP over 1200 yr of the AP1Ka ice sheet
reconstruction; prescribed climatic conditions indicated. AP1Kb
has the same spatial and temporal pattern but with 20 per cent of
the magnitude.
Figure S4. Region masked (dark grey) to produce the W12_∗Ev ice
histories (Table 3). The jaggedness of the mask is a product of the
model resolution.
Figure S5. Modelled far field elastic deformation rates and refer-
ence frame offset effects for the period 2007–2014. Note variation
between Palmer Land GPS sites is <0.05 mm yr–1, almost two
orders of magnitude smaller than GPS error.
Table S1. Full data-model comparison from which Table 5 (main
text) was extracted, sorted by DWRMS, the grey cells indicate an
unreasonable D value (outside 0 to−3.5mmyr−1).Model combina-
tion naming: [Ice model]_LT (km)_UMV (1021 Pa s)_LMV (always
1022 Pa s), ‘p’ denotes decimal point (http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/
lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gji/ggv327/-/DC1).
Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by
the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
directed to the corresponding author for the paper.
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